Our Universe exhibits a remarkable degree of complexity. We find structures with typical scale of 10 24 meters in the form of superclusters of galaxies all the way down to 10 −15 meters, the size of a proton. It seems magical that roughly 14 billion years ago, the Universe consisted of a soup of nearly structureless plasma, which later evolved into our rich observed surroundings. The story of our cosmological evolution legitimately deserves to be called a thriller: one can identify various microscopic parameters for which small variations would render a universe drastically different than the one we observe [1] . In many cases the modified Universe would be boring, possibly with a lifetime of a fraction of a second or just frozen and empty [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The most striking example for this cosmic fragility is related to the cosmological constant (or the present scale of the accelerated expansion of our Universe), Λ CC . In 1987 Weinberg [8] pointed out that the scale of the cosmological constant has to be tiny, roughly smaller than 10 −11 of the proton mass, or else no galaxies would have formed. Amazingly enough, the measured scale of Λ CC is only slightly smaller than this bound [9] . Thus, our cosmological chronicle is like a Hollywood blockbuster where at any instance the hero might die and the movie is terminated before the end of the first scene. Yet somehow we know that the hero will survive 90 minutes of danger. One may wonder whether a basic form of an environmental selection principle is at work here, where some fundamental parameters may only take values such that a complex enough universe-one capable of having observers-is formed [10] .
Robert Jaffe, Alejandro Jenkins, and Itamar Kimchi of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology now report in Physical Review D [11] their investigation related to a precondition to the fascinating issue of whether an environmental selection mechanism exists. In essence, they analyze how different our world would be if the basic laws of physics and constants are varied. Their work tries to answer a naive "what would have happened if. . . " question. Make no mistake, this question regarding the consequences of changing our basic laws of nature, poses an extremely difficult scientific challenge. Addressing it allows us to look at our habitat from an unusual perspective, which undoubtedly offers a better understanding of our own world. As the physicist Freeman Dyson once put it [12] , "The aim is to establish numerical bounds within which the destiny of the Universe must lie."
One of the most challenging aspects of the task of identifying these environmental bounds is related to nuclear physics. Nuclear dynamics at finite temperature and pressure determines the element abundances in our Universe through big-bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), as well as the rate of production of heavy elements (of which our planet and we are made) in astrophysical environments. Furthermore, at zero temperature, nuclear interactions control the atomic and isotopic structure of our world, the basic input for chemistry. Thus, nuclear physics is a central building block from which structure and complexity stem. Jaffe et al. [11] focus on studying how the structure of elements is modified when the fundamental parameters-the light quark masses and the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) fundamental scale Λ QCD (which sets the confining scale of quarks and gluons within the nucleons)-are changed. Issues related to heavy element synthesis and BBN are not addressed and can be included as an additional set of constraints and parameters [3, 4, 7] . Naively, one might be surprised that nuclear dynamics has a strong sensitivity to the light quark masses. After all, the up and down quark masses are more than an order of magnitude below the scale of Λ QCD ∼ 200 MeV and more than two orders of magnitude below the proton mass. However, the nuclear forces, spectrum, and binding energies are in general highly nontrivial functions of the QCD parameters. For instance, increasing the up-down quark mass difference by less than 10 MeV (that is, on the order of 1% of the proton mass) would make hydrogen and its isotopes unstable [11] .
In the analysis carried out by Jaffe et al. [11] cases satisfying the following requirements are fully considered: (i) only three light quarks, with masses below Λ QCD ; (ii) only two light, long-lived, baryons (analogous to the proton and neutron of our Universe); (iii) stable chargeone and charge-six nuclei (analogous to hydrogen and carbon). The rationale behind these conditions is that it would make organic chemistry possible (with these prior conditions, heavier elements like oxygen are also stable). Regions in parameter space that violate these rules are considered "uncongenial" by the authors.
It is not obvious that uncongenial "universes" would be hostile to observers, but it is clear that these worlds will be drastically different than ours. The sum of light quark masses, m T = m u + m d + m s , is varied together with Λ QCD such that the average mass of the two lightest baryons is held fixed to its observed value (940 MeV). For a fixed value of m T , light quark masses may be represented by the points in the interior of an equilateral triangle with altitude of m T , as shown in Fig. 1 . Quark masses are given by the perpendicular distance from the point to the corresponding triangle's side. Since the quantum numbers of s and d are identical, we expect a left-right mirror symmetry for the congenial parameter space.
To test congeniality, for each point within the triangle, the authors evaluate the baryon spectrum and the corresponding nuclei structure. This is done by computing the baryon spectrum via SU(3)(flavor = u, d, s) perturbation theory, and evaluating nuclear masses with two separate tools: For a nucleus made of two baryon species, similar to the ones in our Universe, the binding energy is estimated via simple extrapolation, whereas for heavy nuclei or nuclei made of more than two baryons, a semi-empirical mass formula is developed.
The masses of the ultralight mesons, our pions, strongly depend on the quark masses. This affects the binding energy in a way that is hard to evaluate. The authors argue that the dominant effect is due to a correlated two-pion exchange process, mediated via f 0 (600 MeV) (also known as the elusive σ particle), which induces the intermediate range attraction in the nucleon-nucleon force. Consequently, since the f 0 mass is roughly kept constant on each of the slices [13] the actual sensitivity of the resulting nuclear binding energy may be less dramatic than one might expect [2, 6] . Hence, for universes that passed the requirements (i) and (ii) above, the main test is for the stability of nuclei against fission, strong particle emission (analogous to α-decay), and weak nucleon emission.
We now turn to review the main conclusions. The cases that are considered are (a) one light quark leading to a single light baryon, (b) two light quarks with equal electric charge, (c) two light quarks with differ- FIG. 1 : Graphical presentation of the parameter space examined by Jaffe, Jenkins, and Kimchij [11] : the triangle altitude corresponds to the sum of quark masses m T = Σ i m i . The quark mass is given by the perpendicular distance from the corresponding side. Our Universe corresponds to the point marked by the arrow on the middle triangle. The green (red) bands represent congenial (uncongenial) worlds and the white region requires further investigation. () ent charge, (d) one light quark leading to two light baryons, (e) three light quarks. The potentially congenial worlds can be divided into three categories: Type 1, the "neighborhood"-two light quarks with charges 2/3 and −1/3 with mass difference up to 30 MeV, with our own world lying comfortably away from the edges (m d − m u ∼ 2 MeV). Type 2, an "inverted hierarchy" with one light quark, charge −1/3, and two heavier, approximately degenerate quarks with charges −1/3 and 2/3, the light nuclei being the analog of the neutron and the Σ−. No other assignment of light quark charges yields congenial worlds with two baryons participating in nuclei. Type 3, the "baryonic zoo"-three or more baryon species form the nuclei building block, where congenial issues are discussed, but a full characterization of them is left for future investigation.
The results are summarized in Fig. 1 . The green congeniality bands beginning at the corners belong to type 1. The bands beginning at the centers of edges are of type 2. White regions are of type 3, which, at present, belong to the congeniality limbo. (The numbers are shown on the middle triangle only.) The center of the triangle is red because it probably results in a world with only neutral nuclei, where a fantastically large number of nucleons is required to form a carbonlike atom.
The results of the paper draw a fascinating map of how nuclear dynamics responds to small and correlated deformations of the strength of the QCD force and the light quark masses. We find that three issues are particularly interesting: First, most of the parameter space, scanned in the analysis, consists of universes that are drastically different from ours; second, a universe in which only a single quark is ultralight might not be very different from our own one; and third, a universe with three ultralight quarks seems to lead to a neutrophilic nuclear structure where electrons do not bind to the nucleus, and which is therefore likely to be hostile. Other issues are left for further investigation. The sum of quark masses, m T is bounded from below but the precise value is unknown. Similarly, when m T is increased one should expect several new effects to start being important (for example, higher order terms in SU(3) flavorbreaking might matter, or a single pion exchange might dominates the binding dynamics) and the resulting nuclear structure is expected to be modified. Finally, we emphasize that additional interesting phenomena and constraints may arise once cosmological evolution is included. In particular, analysis of big-bang nucleosynthesis might change the congeniality map since congenial universes might be found to be nucleosynthesis-phobic.
